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Translation Drop Down not Available in Wiki Structures and other language anomalies

Status
● Open

Subject
Translation Drop Down not Available in Wiki Structures and other language anomalies

Version
6.x

Category
• Error
• Usability

Feature
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)
Wiki Structure (book & table of content)

Submitted by
rodrigososa

Lastmod by
rodrigososa

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) ★

Description
I will report 2 bugs as they appear to be related:

1. If I create a structure in english, create a wiki-top-of-structure, then i translate it in spanish... when spanish users browse the wiki they will see the translated page in spanish but with English title. see it on http://mi.solcentral.org/tiki-index.php?page=Sobre+Sol+Central

2. Also Tiki will not let the user to change from Spanish to English (if accessing with a Spanish configured browser), since the drop down list of languages appears disabled. These happends with many other wikis created in structures.

General Settings:

Tiki 6.0 fresh install.
Settings in Multilingual:

Detect browser language ON
Show pages in user’s preferred language ON
Requires User Preferences Screen (OK)
Users can change site language ON
Display available translations ON
Multilingual structures ON
Requires Structures (OK)
Requires Multilingual (OK)

Settings in Structures:

Open page as structure OFF

Importance
9 high

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
3686
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